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ABSTRACT

A review of the argument for matter-antimatter symmetry in the

universe is given. It is found that based on known physical

laws and processes the universe should be symmetric. In par*

tici'ar there is no known process to create the major elemen-

ta :• particles that does not involve the creation of an equal

n t *r of antiparticles. The cosmology of such a universe is

c t r'.ssed without reference to assumed initial conditions or

-K? postulation of new physical laws. In a review of arguments

i« v.nst the existence of large quantities of antimatter it is

t own that there is no observational evidence that preclude

.itter symmetry, in fact we are unable to say whether or not

vhe nearest star is matter or antimatter.

*he second section deals with the observation of cosmic gamma-'

t^ay bursts, and provides a brief history, implications on the

r'.ture of these events, and a summry of some of the proposed

theories. Finally, it is suggested that these events are the

result of matter-<-antlmatter collisions and the case of an

anticommet falling into a Kolnostar is discussed. It is shown

that the mass/energy, collisional frequency and spatial distri-

bution is in agreement with current observational data. Further

calculations are in progress in which it is felt that the time

scale and spectrum of such a collision may also fit the obser-

vations.
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I Matter-Antimatter Symmetry in the Universe

1 Why Symmetry?

We think that the real question to ask is why NOT matter-

antimatter symmetry, however the burden of proof lies with

the unaccepted theories and hence we sh? "• 1 summarize some

of the physical arguments which indicate a symmetric Universe.

While these arguments may not be new , they are recent when

compared with the length of time that man has pondered the

nature of matter. It is this long history of exposure to only

koinomatter in day to day life which presents the most formi-

dable hurdle for this theory.

The main support for matter symmetry comes from the funda-

mental conservation laws of physics, i.e. conservation of

mass, energy, charge, spin etc. It was the early Greeks in

about 400 B.C. who developed the first idea of indivisable

particle (atoms) and the concept of conservation of mass.

Since that time atoms have been found to consist of a set of

elementary particles, which in turn appears to be made from

an even more fundamental set, whose nature and extent are

still under debate. Of more importance to our arguments is

the relationship between mass and energy, and the resulting

combined conservation law.

In 1905 Einstein published a paper on this subject as a re-

sult of his investigations into the application of the prin-

ciple of relativity to Maxwell's theory of electrodynamics.

In this he shows that "if a body gives off energy L in the
2

form of radiation, its mass diminishes by L/c which leads
to the now famous equation relating mass and energy. Thus we

see that energy and mass are different forms of the same

entity and that transformation from one form to the other

is possible as long as the conservation law is obeyed.

Let us now consider antimatter and its relation to the con-

servation equations. After the discovery of the first ele-

mentary particle, the electron, a search was conducted for
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a similar particle but of opposite sign. Instead the proton

was discovered with opposite cherge but over a thousand

times more massive. This displeasing asymmetry was rectified

by Dr. Carl Anderson in 1932 with the discovery of the anti-

electron or positron. This was naturally followed by the

discovery of the anti-proton, anti-neutron, and so on into

todays fielä of particle physics in which an unmentionable

horde of particles and matching anti-particles exist.

In fact relativistic quantum mechanisms requires the exis-

tence of anti-particles based on the following argument about

the temporal order of events. Let a particle at position

x undergo the following nuclear decay process A — » B + C.

Let that same particle B then be absorbed at position x^

such that B + L —*• E. If this event is recorded by two

observes moving with velocity v relative to each other, then

the special theory of relativity requires that the time

differences between the event at x and that at x, be com-

pared via Lorentz Lransformations.

In classical relativistic mechanics no velocity can exceed

the speed of light. Therefore T, > T . However, in quantum

mechanics the position and velocity of particle B at time

T cannot both be determined precisely according to the

uncertainty principle. Hence there is a finite chance that

T, < T . To solve this paradox one must postulate that

the second observer actually saw a partical B emitted at x,

and adsorbed at x . Such that the Lorentz invariant mass
o •

of 3 equals that of B , but they have opposite charge, spin
etc. - i.e. B is the anti-B particle.

Now that the existance of anti-particles is firmly established

let us examine their physical properties. As previously men-

tioned there is no difference between an anti-particle and its

koinomatter counterpart except for opposite sign charge and

spin. Secondly they fit all the quantum physics equations

such that an anti-proton and a positron will combine to

form anti-hydrogren which in Lurn will have the same spectral

lines, boiling point, and chemical properties as regular hydro-

gen. Such anti-atoms have been made and are stable if iso-

lated from koinomatter, t hur, there are no known physical laws

to rule out the possibility of anti-galaxies,anti-stars,

or anti-people.
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Next we will consider particles and anti-particles together

by examining the classic example of electron-positron anni-

hilation and its inverse process, pair production. The anni-

hilation of an electron and a positron results in 2 or 3 y-

rays with a total energy of 1.022 MeV plus the kinetic energy

before collision. At thermal velocities they may combine to

form positronium which one can consider to be "ultra light"

hydrogen in that once again this new atom is the same as

hydrogen except that the mass is almost two thousand tiroes

smaller and hence the spectral lines are displaced by a fac-

tor of = 2 corresponding to the displaced center of mass.

In the reverse process, pair production, a photon of energy

greater than 1.022 MeV can be disturbed by the electric field

of a close encountered neucleous. The result will be of the

formation of one electron and one positron.

Similar processes are also applicable to protons/anti-

-protons and neutrons/anti-neutrons but are not as common

because of the high energies involved.The conservation law

still applies but must be extended to include charge and

spin also.

One can see from the preceeding arguments that symmetry is

indeed necessary on the si all scale of these observations,

but what can be said about the large scale? First, and of

utmost importance, there is no known process to create the

major elementary particles that does not involve the crea-

tion of a similar number of anti-particles. From this fact

and our first hand knowledge of our solar system we are forced

to conclude either that:

1. Elementary particles, existed "in the beginning" and

consisted of only or mostly normal matter.

2. There exist new laws of nature such that mass of one or

both types can be generated in a nonsymmetric manner.

Also that this process was either characteristic only of

the early stages of the universe, or is currently beyond

our means of detection. Finally/ if this process gene-

rates only koinomatter then all detectable antimatter is

the result of energy transmutation, or that this process

can generate both types but in early times was highly

biased towards koinomatter.

...J
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3. The universe is matter-antimatter symmetric. Our present

laws of physics are correct and time independent. This

sets no arbitrary initial conditions on the universe ex-

cept that the total mass and energy was sufficient to

form the present metagalaxy. This is not to say that new

laws of physics don't exist or to imply that spontaneous

initial conditions are not possible. Instead it is our

aim to explain as many observational facts as possible

with the minimum amount of ad-hoc postulates.

2 The cosmology of a symmetric universe

We wish to preface this section with a few words about the

application of the laws of physics to the study of cosmology.

By its very nature cosmology denies the use of the scientific

method, in that an empirical test of a hypothesis is impossible

due to the enormous or infinite time scale of the experiment.

However, there is no reason why this subject should not be

approached as a science and dealt with in a systematic manner.

Unfortunately it must bo said that much of the previous work

in this field, has been based on a rather casual and incon-

sistent approach wnich one could call "the guessxng game".

In thi~ approach one "guesses" or assumes some initial para-

meters and then rigourousi1' applies the laws of physics, with

some more assumptions, to see if the initial parameters could

lead to the present state of the universe. The winning theory

is that which is most wicely accepted in its scientific commu-

nity at that time and ha;- the general character of being well

published, explains most observed conditions, breaks and/or

adds the fewest number of physical laws, and contains most

of the currently accepted initial conditions.

It is these assumed conditions that has given cosmology such

a wealth of candidate theories. Especially as it is generally

accepted that these initial conditions, as the name implies,

need not have any physically logical predecessor. Perhaps

the best example of this is the currently popular "Big

Bang" model in which all the mass of the universe already

exists at unimagninable densities before time starts ticking

and the physical laws are applied.

We prefer a different and more systematic approach to cosmology

based on the application of known scientific facts. By "known
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scientific facts" we mean present observed conditions and

physical processes from which we can then extrapolate back

in time to draw conclusions about what the earlier conditions

must have been. In this approach o.ie essentially assumes that

anything and everything is possible and then proceeds to eli-

minate those condicior.s and processes which could not lead

to the present situation.

With this in mind let us now consider the cosmology of the

observed raetagalxy. Unfortunately our knowledge of present

conditions is limited by time, distance, and an almost endless

chain of approximations and assumptions. One important example

is the system of measurements and assumptions that are collec-

tively called "the cosmic distance ladder" which we use for

the determination of distance in the metagalaxy. The only di-

rect distance measurements possible are within our own solar

system via radar and laser reflections. Beyond this we must

rely on trigeometric and statistical parallax I < 200 pc) main

sequence fitting I < 10 pc), variable stars ( < 5 x 10 pc),

luminosity of the brightest stars ( < 3 x 10 pc), the brightest

galaxies ( < 10 pc) and finally the red-shift versus distance

relation. The accuracy decreases sharply with distance as

each rung of the ladder depends on all preceeding rungs for

its calibration.

Its results is that to date we are still uncertain as to whether

we live in an open or closed universe. On the other hand it is

evident that our estimates ot the total size, rate of expan-

sion and mass of the nuv.-.agaia;:y are good enough to set some

good boundary conditions on earlier states. In contrast to

these large scale extragalactic considerations it must be said

that at a distance of only a few light years we are unable to

tell the type of matter from *hich the nearest stars have for-

med.

Since we can not measure the difference between the presence

of matter or antimatter, and because we know of no way of

creating elementary particles in an asymmetric manner, we there-

fore feel that a matter symmetric metagalaxy must be considered

in our approach to cosmology.

Without question it can be assumed that at no time should

there have existed large mixtures of matter and antimatter at
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anything but the very lowest densities. Those systems of

mass which appear co have been formed out of the same cloud

of gas 2nd dust grains, should all be formed cf the- same type

of matter as in t.ie cast of our solar system. In fact the

assumption of matter symmetry should leave unchanged most theo-

ries dealing with the evolution of stars and the formation of

stellar systems. Meanwhile the presence of antimatter in

galaxies and galactic clusters would greatly influence our

choice of evolutionary models for these systems. In fact anti-

matter annihilation may play an important role in some cele-

strial objects such as N type systems, Seyfert galaxies, and

quasi-stellar objects.

As cosmology is not the main topic of this paper, we will here

only summarize some of the processes which may occur in the

evolution of a symmetric metagalaxy. Since we do not wish to

guess the early conditions and as no extrapolation to minus

infinity is possible, we will instead start with an unknown

state which for the sake of a name can be called the "pre-

matter state".

The only condition on this state is that it produces the

necessary mass symmetry and a sufficiently low density. Also

we assume that space is never empty and that some gravitational,

magnetic, or electric fiela should be present. There is no

known way of creating elementary particles with symmetry at

great distances i.e. an electron here and a positron some

light years away. Thus we must assume that the early matter

state should resemble a vast low density sea of electrons, posi-

trons, protons and antiprotuns which wo will call an ambiplasma.

That is to say a plasma consisting of a mixture of matter and

antimatter.

2
It has been shown that such an ambiplasma can react with the

existing fields and perhaps with self generated instabilities

such that small scale separation occurs with resulting en-

riched regions of matter or antimatter. Naturally there would

be a significant mass less due to annihilation. However, if

the "prematter state" consisted of electromagnetic energy,

it is possible that the "lost" mas3 would partially be recove-

red until some equilibrium AS reached between mass and energy.
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In fact annihilation help- the separation process by first

eliminating m.xt:C ruass on tn-i small scale and then, as clouds

of enriched mass form, it would tend to allow only like mass

clouds to r.ix aftex collision.

Thus you are left with clouds of Jtoinoplasma or antiplasma

which can now cond̂ ic;:- to lorii the very earliest non-netal

stars ana galaxies whi.cn then formed the heevy iuass elements

which 3rc observec today.

Naturally this suKsarv of suggested mechanisms is inadequate

to explain all observations, however its importance is that

at first sight it does not conflict with them. It is these

conflicts between observation and theory or the lack of them

which will next be dealt with.

3 Objections to a Matter Symmetric Metagalaxy

The postuiation cf i.̂ .rye amounts of antimatter in our own

galaxy and matter symmetry in the metagalaxy has naturally

met with strong resistance from many scientists. Ir. general

their objections center around the expected annihilation spec-

trum from mixtures of koinowatter and antimatter. This however

assumes that matter of opposite kind will readily mix and

collide in interstellar space. A theory involving the separation

of matter into regions of koinomatter and antimatter separated

by "Leidenfrost Layers" has been developed by Lehnert . The

plasma pressure gradient associated with the annihilation

of matter in such a boundary, is blanc3d by the weak inter-

stellar magnetic field and the resulting electric plasma

currents. Thus, once a quasi-steady balance exists, the role

of annihilation is greatly reduced over that expected for homo-

geneous models. In addition to substantial reductions in space

gamma radiation this iuodel also confines the annihilation to a
minute region *hich may typically be some light seconds thick

in interstellar space.

Thus the claim that the observed cosmic X- an3 y--ray background

radiation is leas than that expected from the presence of con-

side ran!e amounts of rinitnatter is model dependent. If one con-

sider r.he hOifiogeneouo modfcl.3 used and the increasing obsolence
c

of such mode I r,', <t is then obvi.ouj that this flat objection

to matter symmetry is made without a v-.ilid baris.
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Another similar chjert^on is the absence of a 0.5 MeV spectrum

line for electron-positron annihilation. This line should only

be observed in the case of a cold a»nb i plasma. In general one

expects a hot plasma, etj>ecially as a large fraction of the

annihilated electrons and positrons involve relativistic products

of proton-antiproton annihilation. These and other hot particles

initially have 50-70 raeV energies which heat the surrounding

plasma, making annihilation at thermal velocities rare, and

superimpose large flaxes of Bremstralung and cyclotron radiation.
A

As for the objection that large fluxes of hard annihilation

gamma rays should be observed it should be noted that this

type of radiation is more characteristic of the collision of

dense bodies. Hence most of the radiation should be adsorbed

by the bodies and the majority of the annihilation may take

place deep in a stellar atmosphere. However, it is this radia-

tion (after scattering) which we feel should be observed, and

forms the subject of the remainder of this paper.

J
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II Cosmic gamir.a-ray bursts

1 Historical introduction

With the development of artificial satellites roan has been

able to study many new phenomena in space. One can perhaps

devide these into two riistinct cases.

The first is the in situ measurements, of the space occupied

by the satellite to determine magnetic fields, energetic

particles, and properties of the sciar wind. Such observations

are either difficult, uncertain or impossible to make at any

distance, and, as discussed previously, have lead to an under-

standing that space is not homogeneous but cellular in structure.

The second type of satellite observations is a continuation of

those which have been made on earth since the days of Galelio.

However without the interference of the earth atmosphere these

observations have been expanded to cover many new frequencies

hitherto impossible. The result has been explosive, our know-

ledge of the universe has expanded with the launch of each

new experiment. One of the roost notable fields, and nearest

of kin to our topic is that of gamma-ray astronomy which

has revieled many previously unknown high energy relativistic

source in space.

The cosmic gamma-ray burst was discovered as a result of the

1963 Nuclear Test ban Treaty which set up a network of Vela

satellites to monitor clandestine nuclear explosions. The

first gamma-ray burst was detected in 1969 but the information

lacked detail, especially as to the source of the event. In 1970

the updated Vela satellites were launched and the time coin-

cidence data from these satellites indicated that the source

of these bursts was not our solar system. Analysis of Vela

data acquired between .July 1969 and July 1972 revealed a total

of sixteen gamma-ray bursts in the 2 keV - 5.1 MeV energy

range. Consequently in :nid-197'j the Los Alamos Group submitted

their first paper to the Astrophysical Journal .

Since that tire f>-lO qamma events have beeii observed per year
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by multiple observations with Vela, OSO, IMP, and other

satellites. In addition, high resolution data was observed

on the Apri] 27, 1972 event by the instruments aboard

Apollo 16'. To date over two dozen events have been recorded
9

and other groups with balloon-borne instrumentation claim

to have recorded similar events at intensities below the

threshold of current satellite instrumentation. If these

balloon observations do prove to be due to gamma-ray bursts

of cosmic origin, then they wou^d imply a rate of occurence

of around 100-1000 events per year.

2 Instrumentation and Observations

The observations of these events have been made from many

satellites with various instrument configuration. The detectors

are typically Csl and Nal scintillation counters, and Ge(Li)

spectrometers with energy ranges from 2 KeV to 5.1 MeV, but

with different, and in the case of Vela, variable (0.016-128.0

seconds) time resolutions. In all cases anticoincidence coun-

ters have eliminated the possibility that these bursts are due

to fluxes of high energy particles. Relatively accurate position

information was obtained on only seven events, including the

May 14, 1972 event which was detected by both of the UCSD OSO-7

X-ray telescopes , with a minimum aperture of 6.5 FWHM.

The characteristics of these events (as observed by satellite)

vary from one burst to another. The time duration ranges

from less than 1-120 seconds, with the shorter events (<3 sec)

often erroneous due to late triggering of the satellite recording

instruments. The structure of these events ranges from as many

as five main peaks to no resolvable structure at all. This lat-

ter point is not generally a function of the event itself but

that the fine structure is beyond the resolving power of the

instrumentation.

The time-integrated flux density appears to range from more
-4 2

than 2.3 x 10 ergs cm to below instrument threshold of around
~5 —2 —8 "2

•»»10 ergs cm and down to 5 x 10 ergs cm in the case of

balloon-borne instrumentation. This while instantaneous flux

above densities have exceeded 5 x 10 «rrjs cm sec , The total
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energy flux above 2 keV as measured by Apollo 16 was 2 r 10

ergs cm" , but the hardness of the spectrum can be seen by ob-

serving that the flux above 7 0 keV was only less 25%
-4 —2

(1.5 x 10 ergs cm ) with the flux above 1 MeV still making

a significant contribution. In fact, after softening at ebout

150-200 keV, the spectrum appears to have no further drastic

change in slope. To date no observations at radio, IR, visible,

or UV frequencies have coincided with any of these events. One

event has been observed to have a suspected precurser of

1-2 seconds duration with the first main peak 10-12 seconds

later. Typical rise times of 10-15 ms have been recorded with

peak durations of 10C-300 ms and peak separations of 1-3 se-

conds, the main burst then decays down to background levels

within about 10 seconds.

However, recent data from Helios-2 wiih lower instrument

thresholds has revealed an event consisting of only a 2 ms

spike on January 23, 1976 .

The time profile and spectral distribution of the 27 April 1972

event as observed by Apollo 16 i3 given in Figs 1 and 2. This

may be considered a typical burst of high integrated flux and

long duration as are those listed in Table 1 with the exception

of one low energy balloon observation. The events in this

table are generally more energetic and longer than normal as

can be seen in Fig 3. This is a result of selecting only

those gamma-bursts over a period of four years which were

measured by multiple satellite observations and hence the

more accurate. In reference to Fig 3 two things should be

noted; first that horizontal scatter is largely the result

of distance and that a plot of duration vs. total integrated

energy (were such a plot possible) would perhaps form a better

linear relarion. Second that vela satellites and others do not

record in real time mode, hence the earlier segments of a burst

are often lost due to late triggering of the recorder. This

has in general been corrected for in the case of multiple sa-

tellite observations, however, the scattering due to this may

be negligable as both duration and integrated flux would in-

crease causing a shift along the linear relation.
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3 Implications

The frequency of cosmic gamma-ray bursts is generally accepted

to be 5 events per yaar. However, this is based only on previous

satellite data and is therefore valid for event-s with a total
-5 -2

integrated flux greater than 10 ergs cm . A reasonable fre-

quency estimate for balloon observations with an intensity
-7 -2threshold of around 10 ergs cm is about 500 events per year.

While these can be considered to be preliminary results it is

doubtful that they will change by more than one order in the

light of more intensive investigations.

The distance and sources of these events are, however., much

in question. In general the position of an event can only be

inferred from tine, coincidence data with multiple satellite

observations. To late directional information is available

for 16 of these eve tits with unique directions for only seven

bursts. However, from this it is clear that the Earth, Moon,

S»«, and planets can be excluded as possible sources. Correla-

tion studies have been maae between the event position error-

boxes and the locations of the 50 nearest stars, the catalog

of knowi galactic X-ray sou ces, and the members of our local

cluster. In all cases there has been no more than the expected

number of correlations from random data. In addition there

has been no coincidence with any measured radio, IR, visible,

or UV fluxes in time or space.

The distribution of events in space is iaotropic or very

nearly so. A plot of the total integrated flux verses the number

of bursts (year J) with total energy greater than S have been

made. A slope of -n/2 indicate the distribution of the sources

in space with n=l being a line source (Spiral arm), n=2 a plane

(galactic plane), and n=3 being spherical or isotropic source.

Such a plot is given in Pig 4 showing satellite and balloon ob-

servations from which three conclusions can be reached. First

if one considers the balloon observation to be spurious or

due to cosmic-ray showers, and examines only the rounded curve

of the satellite data it can be <33id that the bursts are galactic
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in natu: e and that the galai tic plane direction is enhanced.

On the other hand both the higher energy satellite observa-
-3/2tions and the balloon observations yield a good slope

for an isotropic distribution, especially as late triggering

and other threshold effects will have depleted the lower energy

satellite observations. This leads to the conclusions that

the events are either galactic in nature at a distance generally

less than 100 Pc for the case o£ no galactic plane enhancement

and less than 1 Kpc for latitude enhancement or that they are

extragalactic and over 4 Mpc distant.

Based on observed energy fluxes this would imply a total energy

output of about 10 - 10 ergs in the case of local galactic

origin, 10 - 10 ergs cor general galactic events, and total
45

energies of over 10 eras for extragalactic sources (see

Fig 5} .

Finally some conclusions can be drawn about the nature of

the source. The rather iirunense release of energy imply a

massive and dense source, thus eliminating gas nebula and

the like. Also the tine scale of these events indicate a
9 7

reactioi radii of le:-,s than 10 cm and down to 3 x 10 cm

for the recent Helios event. This is supported by the UCSD

X-ray telescope data from which it is concluded that the

events appear fcc come from point soirees. These three obser-

vational factn imply that the sources of these e/ents are

probably the surfaces or stellar objects.
4 The theory of cosmic gamma-ray bursts

A number of theories have been put forth to explain these

events. It is not our intention to cover these in detail,

however some knowledge of these theories and their drawbacks

is useful in the analysis of our theory. A summary of the

observed parameters which these theories should explain are

given in Table 2.

One of the first explanations was based on the assumption of
12

an extragalactic source in the form of a nova or supernova

While the distance and energy are correct it should be noted

that supernova do not in general exhibit the time structure

of these gamine Rvent:u In addition, no radio phenomena normally
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associated with supernova has been observed in connection with

any of these events. Finally, not only has no observed super-

nova coircided in time or spece with these events but their

observed frequency is too low even if one excludes balloon

observed events.

Other theories deal with sources withir our galaxy and with

presently accepted mechanisms scaled to yield suitable total

energies. The solar super flare is one such model and is

rather appealing because of the similar but softer spectrum it

emits. However solar flares are normally accompanied by in-

creased ratio and optical fluxes which have not been observed

and would require intensities 3 or 4 orders above those pre-

sently expected.

11 14Other theories deal with compact objects ' such as neutron

stars or black holes which seem to abound in all modern theories

of high energy astrophysics. For example a neutron star captures

a comet or astorid which breaks up and streams onto the stellar

surface. Here we find the expected spectrum to be too soft and

the expected number of compact bodies would have to be some

orders larger to account for the event frequency.

Another set of theories deal with possible stellar core insta-

bilities that are not catastiophic in nature. Two such examples

at opposite ends of the size spectrum are convective instabi-

lities in magnetic white dwarfsx and increased angular momen-

tum in newborn stars due to a sudden decrease in radii. These

again have time scale, spectrum and number versus frequency

problems in explaining cosmic gamma-bursts. Neadless to say

there are other theories limited only by the imagination of man

and our lack of real data concerning these events and the cos-

mos in general.

Last we present our own theory which is based on the assumption

that the observed gamma events are of galactic origin. Unlike a

similar theory we also assume matter symmetry in the universe.

Its one drawback to date is the reluctance of astrophysicists

to seriously consider the existance of antimatter in the meta-

galaxy. Our theory is based on the collission of a mass of or-

dinar or koinomatter with another mass of antimatter. The larger

body could be any large body of either polarity matter, however

we assume a stellar object much like our own sun throughout

our calculations. The smaller body need only be about one order

~1
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larger in mass than that required to produce the necessary

total energy and naturally of opposite mass polarity to the

other body. We refer to a typical comet with a diameter of

1-10 km and a mass of 10 - 10 .
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III Theory of Matter-Antimatter Collisions

1 General Theory

In this part we aim not to fit theory to observations but

to develop a general theory of matter-antimatter collisions.

Once this has been done a comparison with observational facts

can be made and the validity of the theory as an explanation

of cosmic gamma events can be assessed. Not only does this save

the theory from the prejudice of observations but by being general

it can later be applied to some other astrophysical phenomena

as well.

We have shown already that there is no proof for or against the

existence of large masses of antimatter in the form of anti-

stars, antisolar systems etc. The presence of such bodies in the

metagalaxy has to date only been excluded because of a homoge-

neous interpretation of the observational facts. Thus if one

considers a cellular structure in space with regions of different

matter separated by Leidenfrost layers it is evident that there

is no contradiction with presently observed conditions. But one

has only to look at the surface of the moon to see that colli-

sional processes in space are common and to conclude that matter-

antimatter collisions should also take place.

The observable effects of such collisions should reflect the

general mass spectrum in the metagalaxy and its orientation

in space. Hence the collision of smaller objects should be more

frequent than for larger objects although the observable radia-

tion will be less and of shorter duration. Secondly the larger

body should in general be a stellar object because of its large

gravitational and spacial crossection. Thus the distribution

of collisions in space should coincide strongly with the distri-

bution of stars. However, it should be assumed that each star

is surrounded by masses generally of the same kind such that

most collisions do not result in annihilation of mass. This im-

plies that most of the matter-antimatter collisions are the

result of a close stellar interaction or an encounter with a

loose non-gravitationally bound object wandering in space. It

should be noted that such loose objects in space have probably

been ejected from their original stellar system by some mechanism

involving one or many gravitational perturbations.

~1
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2 Comet-Star Interaction

There is no reason to believe that our solar system is different

from those around other stars of similar type. Hence we will

examine the distribution of mass in our system and use this as

our model for matter-antimatter collisions. One of the most

striking feature of our system is the Oort cometary reservoir

which is believed to be about 10 - 10 cm from the sun, and to

contain some 10 - 10 x comets with a total mass of a few earth

masses. Unlike the more familiar short period comets these long

period comets may hang in the gravitational field of the sun for

millions of years with negligable relative velocity before making

their brief dive into the central area of the solar system, only

to return and wait again. It is this group of objects which is

the most susceptible to ejection by gravitational perturbations

from near stellar interactions. An estimate of this slow deple-

tion of the cometary reservoir has been made by Nezkinskij based

on the cumulative orbital dispersion of comets by stars. This
g

method places a lower limit of the order of 10 years for the

half life of such a comet system. As this is the same order

as the age of the solar system one may expect to find some

10 - 10 random comets per star, wandering in the galaxy today.
Based on a solar cross-section of

o - TTR2 1 + (V e/V Q)
2 = 5.9 x 10 2 5 cm2

with R = 7 x 10 1 0 cm, V e = 620 km sec"
1 , VQ = 10 km sec"

1

and considering a volume of space within 200 pc of the earth

with a stellar density of 0.07 stars pc which implies a total
6 "

of 2.4 x 10 stars; and allowing for 10 bodies per solar system

with a mean solar velocity of 10 cm sec" ; one concludes an

average of

10.4 collisions per year

or 5.2 events per year

with an uncertainty of * 1 order of magnitude.
3 Matter-Antimatter Annihilation

The radiation from such an anticomet is naturally a function of

the relative velocity and density of the surrounding matter.

It is easily seen that the effect of the stellar wind is unim-

portant and can be ignored in the case of a comet sized body.

~1
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In fact a noticable rate of annihilation may not occur until

the surface of the photosphere is reached. At this point the

comet is vaporized and about 1/2 of the expanding gas cloud is
19

annihilated as it continues down into the star . This should
38

yeild some 10 ergs of annihilation energy at a depth where

appreciable scatter should occur before escaping the stellar

atmosphere. The remaining mass should rise and expand through

the chronosphere with minimal annihilation.

The energy is divided amonst the annihilation products as follows:

50% Neutrinos (lost from the system)

30% Gamma-rays - average energy ~ 70 MeV

20% Electrons/positrons - average energy ~ 50-70 MeV

The electron/positron energy spectrum is further detailed in

Figure 6 for the products of proton/antiproton annihilation.

The mechanisms of synchrotron radiation and Bremsstrahlung are

assumed to account for mo^t of the energy degradation in thase

particles.

The resultant gamma-radiation will undergo several interactions

and be scattered in the upper KeV range. The time scale of such

an event is of the order of several seconds and the rise time

of 0.1 seconds may be a function of the scale height and the

escape velocity of the solar atmosphere.

4 Summary

While further calculations are in progress it can none the less

be seen that a matter-antimatter collision satisfies the basic

observations. The total energy output is of the right order

for Y bursts of galactic origin. The rapid tiem development

is a result of the small linear dimensions, speed of the comet,

and the scale height near the surface of the photosphere. The

distribution in space is locally homogeneous but should reflect

the structure of the galaxy for distances much beyond 100

The observed frequency agrees well with the collision of distri-

buted matter in space. Finally the spectrum expected from such

an event seems on an intuitive level to fit the observations.

Further there is no disagreement with background radiation or

line emission although this has been expected by some.

~1
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Table 1

Some typical cosmic gamma-ray events

D/

7

22

18

30

27

14

14

Date
M/ Y

10

8

3

6

4

5

5

69

70

71

71

72

72

75

Universal
time (sec)

26791

60511

55685

63059

39512

13591

29309

Detected
by

Vela
OSO-6
OGO-5

Vela
OGO-5

Vela
UHURU
IMP-6
OGO-5
OSO-6

Vela
UHURU
IMP-6
OGO-5

Vela 6A
Apollo 16

Vela
IMP-6
OSO-7

UCR Balloon

Total energy «
flux (ergs cm )

2 x 10-4

1 x 10-4

1 x 10-4

5 x 10-4

2 x 10-4

5 x 10-4

? .'. 10-6

Duration
(sec)

110

11

32

27

80

0.11

Characteristics

4 pulses 3rd pulse intense
and structural

2 pulses separated by 3
seconds, 1st pulse broad
and s'-.ructural

2 high intensity pulses of
3 sec duration. Separated
by 5 seconds

3 high intensity pulses of
1-5 sec duration

5 pulses of 1-2 sec duratior
with possible precursor
(see Fig and Fig )

2 pulses with 0.1 sec varia
tions and long decays

1 pulse with 15 ms time rise
detected at a depth of 4 g
cm"2 residual atmosphere

J
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Table 2

y-ray burst statistics

Duration (sec)

Number of peaks

Peak

Peak

Time

Tota]
flux

separat ion (sec)

duration (sec)

rise

I integrated
(erg cm~2)

Satellites
<1 - 120

1 - 5

1 - 8

0.1 - 1.0

.002 - 2.0

7 x 10"6 - 5

Apollo
27

3 - 4

1 - 3

0.1 -

0.010 -

x 10~4 2

16

0.3

0.015

x 10"4

Balloons
0.11

1

NA

0.11

0.015

4 x 10"7



COSMIC GAMMA-RAY BURST

IMO

UNIVERSAL TIME, hr min sec

FIG. 1 Cosmic gairana-ray burst with main feature
duration of 25 sec . (Apollo 16, Ketzger e t al)
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TRITA-EPP-76-12

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics,

Stockholm, Sweden

MATTER-ANTIMATTER ANNIHILATION AND THE COSMIC GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

James R. Vincent

December 1976, 29 p. incl. ill., in English

A review of the argument for matter-antimatter symmetry in the

universe is given. It is found that based on known physical

laws and processes the universe should be symmetric. In par-

ticular there is no known process to create the major elemen-

tary particles that does not involve the creation of an equal

number of antiparticles. The cosmology of such a universe is

discussed without reference to assumed initial conditions or

the postulation of new physical laws. In a review of arguments

against the existence of large quantities of antimatter it is

shown that there is no observational evidence that preclude

matter symmetry, in fact we are unable to say whether or not

the nearest star is matter or antimatter.

The second section deals with the observation of cosmic gamma-

-ray bursts, and provides a brief history, implications on the

nature of these events, and a summary of some of the proposed

theories. Finally, it is suggested that these events are the

result of matter-antimatter collisions and the case of an

anticomet falling into a Koinostar is discussed. It is shown

that the mass/energy, collisional frequency and spatial distri-

bution is in agreement with current observational data. Further

calculations are in progress in which it is felt that the time

scale and spectrum of such a collision may also fit the obser-

vations.

Key words; Antimatter, Cosmology, Gamma-Ray bursts, Matter

symmetry, Matter-antimatter collisions.


